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 Abstract The purposes of this study are to review the historical development of food and culture in the KDC (Korean Decimal Classification) and
to propose improvements of the KDC to classify materials of food and culture by using the KDC effectively. First of all, changes of
classification numbers and headings related to food and culture from the 1st edition to the 5th edition of the KDC were examined.
Recent books about food and culture were examined and were classified according to the latest edition of the KDC. Several problems
were found including a lack of headings, including notes in food and culture, a lack of headings about Korean foods in particular and
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reflections about various foods from other countries, a lack of detailed relative headings, and the remaining western oriented headings.
Other classification systems about food and culture were analyzed and it was found that there was a need to have new headings for
classifying Korean traditional foods and table services, new formats for a relative index, detailed notes, and changes in western oriented
headings.
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